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Weather

TODAY:
SHOWERS,
T-STORMS

HIGH OF 26
LOW OF 12

TUESDAY:
SUNNY

HIGH OF 22
LOW OF 11

WEDNESDAY:
MIX OF SUN
AND CLOUDS

HIGH OF 24
LOW OF 8

THURSDAY:
SUNNY

HIGH OF 20
LOW OF 8

FRIDAY:
MIX OF SUN
AND CLOUDS

HIGH OF 23
LOW OF 11
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Bees, butterflies and bats…missing
our summer visitors

A
s I look around our garden I note
the decline in butterflies as I have
for a few years now.  Added to the

list of rare visitors these days are the
bees and in the night sky, just before
darkness drapes her blanket, I can’t help
but search in the grey dusk for one bat
let alone the swarm that once existed.
Climate change continues to bully our
ecosystems and rob us of those common
things once taken for granted that now
are viewed as rare treasures.

The extreme weather has made the
decline in Monarch butterflies migrat-
ing to Canadian gardens a reality.  Mon-
archs emerging from hibernation in
Mexico that once made the 5000 kilo-
meter migration journey to North Amer-
ica are often dying due to weather
conditions before nearing their destina-
tion. Monarchs are a critical element in
the ecosystem in our regions as they pol-
linate many wild flowers and are a food
source for insects and birds.

Bats too are in large decline and their
demise is due to illness, a loss of habitat,
the use of pesticides and disturbance by
humans (Fenton 2001).  Bats contribute
to the biodiversity, help to eliminate in-
sects that are considered harmful in
agriculture and this therefore dimin-
ishes the need for the use of pesticides.
According to research, a mushroom

from Europe made its way to North
America and to Quebec and began at-
tacking bats, in particular, cave dwellers,
attacking them while in hibernation
and infecting them leaving many too
weak to survive the winter months.  

While the debate on bees is still up for
discussion, scientists say that, bees are
affected by “the four P’s,” poor nutrition,
pesticides, pathogens and parasites.
While I have minimal knowledge on all
of these things and fully admit to it, it is
my observations in my own garden that
stir up the sadness and concern in the
absence of what I refer to as “normal
summer guests in our garden.”

In 1955, folk legend, Pete Seeger
penned, “Where Have All the Flowers
Gone,” and while most of the flowers in
our garden remain, without these in-
sects, drifting and hovering from flower
to flower while pollinating as they go, I
can’t help but wonder how long it will
be before we are saying good-bye to cer-
tain flowers and crops.  Bees, butterflies,
birds…play a vital role in the crops con-
sumed by humans and animals.

On this summer day, I find myself re-
flecting on things that I may have sadly
taken for granted and wonder if the
flowers in our garden are missing our
summer visitors as much as I am?  

Mable Hastings
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